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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

A. OVERVIEW

The advance of large-scale integrated circuit (LSIC) technology has spawned many new technologies 0

and made many others economically feasible. Military signal-processing functions found in such applica-

tions as forward-looking infrared (FLIR) radar, guidance and control, and electronic countermeasure

(ECM) systems have been significantly impacted. In particular, image-processing systems for video band-

width reduction, FLIR automatic cueing; target detection, classification, and tracking; and image under-

standing must apply LSIC technology to be affordable in system constraints such as size, weight, power

dissipation, cost, and reliability. Integrated circuits developed for such applications are most affordable

when they can be used on several different programs. Such robustness can be accomplished by flexible,

programmable designs or by functional designs that efficiently implement commonly used functions in a

manner that allows them to be parameterized for each application.

The Programmable Image Processing Element (PIPE) is an example of a parameterized functional

design. It implements thi sum-of-products operator common to many image processing problems:

where the term K'" represents a set of fixed, programmable weighting coefficients and Xi represents a set

(or I-point sequence) of input samples. More specifically, if I = 9, this equation can implement the 3- by

3-pixel window operator used in image processing for high- and low-pass filtering, edge enhancement,

and edge crispening. This same function can be used to calculate the coefficient of transforms such as

Fourier, cosine, Hadamard, and Harr used in image and signal processing. It is also applicable in other

signal-processing areas such as recursive and nonrecursive digital filtering.

Under Contract F33615-80-C-1 180, the key to program success was the use of distributed

arithmetic techniques to implement the sum-of-products operator without using digital multipliers,

which could significantly impact image-processing systems.

B. OBJECTIVE

This contract represents the second phase of a previous contract (F33615-79-C-1763). The PIPE

Phase I contract addressed only the design and photomask fabrication of the PIPE LSIC. The Phase II

emphasis was on fabrication and testing of the PIPE LSIC developed under Phase I and the design and

fabrication of a brassboard to demonstrate the versatility of the PIPE LSIC. There were three major V

efforts:
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PIPE LSIC development, the objective of which was to fabricate the PIPE LSICs using the

photomasks generated in Phase I and perform functional evaluation. If any device errors

were discovered, design, photomask generation, processing, and testing were to be

repeated.

Brassboard demonstration system, with which to demonstrate the ability of the PIPE LSIC to

implement image-processing algorithms on real-time video data.

Brassboard demonstration at AFWAL to provide a complete exchange of technical informa-

tion regarding the PIPE LSICs and brassboard.

C. SUMMARY

Texas Instruments has successfully completed all of the objectives of the PIPE Phase II contract.

1. PIPE LSIC Development

Figure 1 is a block diagram of the PIPE LSIC. The input data A, B, and C are parallel words that can

be loaded into input latches either serially or in parallel. Users control the mode of operation via the

parallel/serial select control line, allowing the PIPE LSIC to operate on either 9 X I or 3 X 3 blocks of

data. In the serial mode, all data are loaded through the C input pins and sequentially clocked into the

latches in nine sample periods. In the parallel mode, data are loaded through the A, B, and C input pins

into three separate input latches and then sequentially clocked into the other latches; thus, three sample

periods are required to load all the input latches.

Bit-parallel words in the input latches are converted into bit-serial words by the parallel-to-serial

registers; outputs of these registers form the 9-bit memory address. Shift-and-accumulate operations at

the memory outputs complete the sum of products. Users can designate either signed or unsigned

arithmetic for these operations.

Tristate output latches are provided for off-chip buffering. All timing and control for the parallel-to-

serial registers, the memory, shift-and-accumulate, and the output buffers are generated on the chip using

a simple shift-register controller.

Full 8-bit input and 20-bit output operations of the PIPE require 59 pins (Table I). This can be

reduced to 40 pins if 6-bit input data and only 8 bits of the output are used. The pins required for word-

length selection, input type (parallel or serial), and data format (2's complement or magnitude) can be

eliminated by on-chip bonding to the VDD or ground pin for fixed applications.

Figure 2 is a photomicrograph of the PIPE LSIC. The LSIC is implemented in N-channel metal

oxide semiconductor (NMOS) technology using conservative 5-pm design rules. An erasable, program-

mable ROM is used to implement the memory function of the ROM-accumulate algorithm. Total bar

size is approximately 43 mm2 (240 X 270 mils').

IC processing required two passes because some minor layout errors were discovered in the fast-pass

ICs (the shift register controller, clock driver, and tristate output latches), which prevented them from

being completely functional but did not prevent detailed evaluation of the remaining circuits. The

redesign, photomask generation, processing, and testing steps were repeated.

7 I
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TABLE 1. PIPE LSIC INPUT/OUTPUT PIN REQUIREMENTS

Control Line(s) No. Pins Function

i

Data-A input 8 Input data

Data-B input 8 Input data
Data-C input S Input data

Parallel/serial select I Determines modes of chip operation (3 X 3 or 9 X I
operations)

Input strobe I Indicates valid input data and latches data into input
latches

Word length (BCD code) 3 Defines word length of input data

Master clock I Square-wave clock provided for system timing

Load I Initiates parallel-to-serial data conversion •

Data valid I Output signal indicating complete calculation

Enable (EN) I Used to tristate or enable output bus

Data too fast I Inhibits input srobe during parallel load operations

Outputs 20 Output data

4 2's complement coefficients (T(() I Used to set sign bit of output word

2's complement data (TCD) I Defines signed or unsigned magnitude data operation

VDD I Single + 5 V operating supply

VPF, I Normally at + 5 V, but taken to -!-25 V for EPROM
programming

GND I Substrate bias

Total 59

During the redesign phase, an automated schematic verification of the PIPE LSIC was perfc -med.

This verification compared the actual LSIC layout with the circuit schemaic and, with the exception of

some minor device size deviations in the TTL-to-MOS clock driver and the NOR buffers in the input

controller section, no layout errors were discovered. After the schematic verification, new photomasks

were generated (7 of the 12 photomasks were replaced) and second-pass PIPE LSICs were processed and

evaluated. The second-pass ICs were 100-percent functional.

Figure 3 shows a PIPE LSIC packaged in a 64-pin dual in-line package (DIP). The operating charac-

teristics of the PIPE LSIC are listed in Table 2.

2. Demonstration Brassboard

To demonstrate the PIPE LSIC, a flexible, completely self-contained brassboard (Figure 4) operat-

ing in or near real-time was developed. It is 17.0 X 18.5 X 9.0 inches, weighs 46 pounds, and dissipates

87 W. Although simple. the brassboard operates the PIPE LSIC in both its serial and parallel modes and

demonstrates its processing of vector/transforms and neighborhood operators. The brassboard accepts

9
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.NIavmurn Mlinimum

Maximum operating voltage 10 V 4.5 V

pMaximum programming voltage 35 V 17 V

Maximum strobe 1'requencN 12 MH/ -

Maximinum clock 1req uencN* 12 MW/ I kI-J,

Txpical EPROM access time 170 ns

Power requirements 800 mW at 5 V' -

Memory erase time. - 41)m in

(2537 Aat 15W- cm-)

*DeLpendent onl FPRONI access time and mnode ot opuratio

A ,A

Fiur 3.4 PUT. LS

0 single-line video as input and displays processed results on a standard TV monitor for evaluation. It Is0

constructed of 13 wire-wrappe d boards. each capable of containing 50 to 60 integrated circuits in 16-pin

DIPs: a one-to-one correspondence exists between these boards and thle hlocks shown in Figure 4. The

analog-to-digital converter (ADC() digiti/es thle incoming video to 8 bits for fuirther digital processing.

Images composed of' 5 12 by 5 12 8-bit pixels are formed in a frame hufli~r and processed at firame S

rates determined by the PIPE LSIC throughput. boflier miemory speed. brassboard architecture. and the

algorithm being computed. Pixel processing rates for thle PIPF 1SI( are limited hx thle EPROM access

time.
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Eight PIPE LSICs are used in the brassboard. I-or the 3 3 ditk.rential edge detectors, four PIPE

LSICs calculate the horizontal response while the other four PIPE LSI's calculate the vertical response.

The template-matching edge detectors also require eight PIPE LSi('s for maximum throughput, with one

template assigned to each PIPE. The output of the PIPE LSI(\ is processed according to the operation

selected (e.g., calculate the magnitude and orientation for the diflrential edge detectors or find the

maximum response for template-matching edge detectors). A minimum amount of interface between the

user and the PIPE LSIC is required to communicate the type of operations to be performed, the format of

input data, etc. This interface is implemented through a control panel for the demonstration brassboard.

This control panel uses a 16-key calculator-style keyboard for command entry, a 24-character alpha-

numeric LCD for displaying current operating parameters and for prompting the user for new parameters,

and a 3-digit thumbwheel switch for entering threshold levels. The user commands the brassboard to

perform various operations by responding to seven prompts with seven single keystroke replies. These

prompts query the user for operating parameters such as parallel or serial input, 2's complement data. 2's •

complement weighting coefficients, word length, weighting arrangement (i.e., do all eight LSICs contain

the same weights?), postprocessing operation (magnitude, maximum, or no operation), and sliding or

nonsliding operation.

A display-refresh memory and digital-to-analog converter (DAC) provide analog data in a standard •

television-monitor format. Both the ADC and DAC are high-speed (10-MHz), 8-bit, commercially avail-

able components.

Eight boards implement the frame buffer and refresh memories: four identical boards implement

the frame buffer memory, and four identical boards implement the refresh memory. The buffer and g

refresh memory boards are essentially identical, differing only slightly in the write and output sections.

Both memories store a complete video frame (512 X 512 X 8) and are designed with 16K X I dynamic

random-access memories (RAMs). Each board holds two bit planes, i.e., 512 X 512 X 2 bits. The frame

buffer memory is designed to provide vertically related pixels from three adjacent lines simultaneously as g

inputs to the PIPE LSICs for parallel mode operation. Data are available also in serial format from a

single port for serial-mode operations. Although this memory captures data from the ADC at a 10-MHz

rate (100 ns/pixel), a special demultiplexing scheme permits use of memories with slower access times.

The refresh memory has two functions: accept data from the postprocessing electronics and provide

digital words to the DAC for reproducing analog video. These functions cannot be performed at the same

speed but are synchronized. Each memory cycle is designed to read and provide time for a possible write

if data are available from the postprocessing electronics.

An LSIC input controller and LSIC output controller control the eight PIPE LSICs in the dem-

onstration brassboard. The input controller uses the input strobe pulse and a BCD value of the number of

input strobes between the parallel-to-serial conversions to generate a load pulse for the PIPE LSIC shift-

register controller. Corresponding inputs of the eight PIPE LSICs are connected. A counter generates a

12
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load pulse to each LSIC after the correct number of input strobes. Thus, the devices can be loaded in

parallel or sequentially in various combinations. For differential edge detectors, the first four PIPE LSICs

calculate the horizontal response while the last four PIPE LSICs calculate the vertical response: therefore,

the first and fifth PIPE LSICs need the same data, the second and sixth PIPE LSICs need the same data,

etc. For calculating transform coefficients and template-matching edge detectors, all eight PIPE LSICs

must be loaded with the same data, i.e., have the same load pulse.

The outputs of the eight PIPE LSICs are controlled by the LSIC output controller that selects any

one, any pair, or all the outputs for postprocessing. The DATA VALID output of the PIPE LSIC multi-

plexes the outputs of the eight PIPE LSICs in much the same way that the load pulse demultiplexed the

inputs: thus, their outputs can be loaded into latches either sequentially or in pairs. For operations in

which the outputs are valid simultaneously, the LSIC output controller multiplexes the outputs into one

latch.

A limited amount of postprocessing electronics is provided on the demonstration brassboard to

combine outputs of the PIPE LSICs. To complete the magnitude and orientation calculation of the

differential edge operators, the ability to sum the absolute values and calculate a 3-bit approximation to

the direction vector is provided. The ability to find the maximum of eight inputs is provided for deter-

mining edge orientation using the template-matching edge detectors. A variable threshold permits evalua-

tion of the various edge detectors. Also, for some types of operations, postprocessing is not required:

therefore, an option to bypass the postprocessing function is provided.

The results of using the PIPE demonstration brassboard to implement a 3 X 3 low-pass filter, a

Sobel differential detector, and a 5-level template-match edge detector appear in Figure 5. The technical

aspects of the PIPE LSIC development, the demonstration brassboard system, and experimental results

are discussed in Section I, and a more detailed discussion of the PIPE LSIC design and operational

characteristics can be found in the Phase I final report.*

*T.F. (heck, W.L. Eversole. and J.F. Salzman. "'Programmable Image Processing Element,- Final Report. Contract No.

F33615-79--('-1763 (November 1980).
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SECTION II

TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

Texas Instruments has fabricated and evaluated a programmable image processing element (PIPE)

large-scale integrated circuit (LSIC) and, to demonstrate it, has developed a flexible brassboard capable of

operating in real-time. Details of the PIPE LSIC development and the design of the demonstration

brassboard are discussed in this section.

A. PIPE LSIC DEVELOPMENT

The objective of the PIPE LSIC development was to fabricate the PIPE LSICs using the photomasks

generated in Phase I (Contract F33615-79-C-1763) and perform functional evaluation. To correct any

device errors found during initial testing, time in the Phase 1I schedule was included for redesign,

photomask generation, and testing.

I. Phase [I First-Pass Results

During Phase 11. PIPE LSICs were processed using photomasks produced during Phase I PIPE

development. The PIPE LSICs were processed in DMOS II (Dallas MOS Front End No. 2) using the

standard 25XX, 5-,m EPROM process. In January 1981, 20 slices were started through the process flow:

on 27 February 1981, 17 were finished. Three slices were damaged in the process flow.

The PIPE LSICs were probed to determine the quality of the processing. The processing parameters

closely corresponded to the design models. Figure 6 shows the characteristics of a typical enhancement

and depletion transistor. The designed threshold (VT) was 0.8 V and -3.0 V, respectively.

Circuit probing then started utilizitig a low-capacitance probe, which is required in NMOS circuit

probing owing to loading effects and drive limitations. Figure 7 is a schematic of the FET probe that was

used on the various LSIC circuits.

Initial circuit probing indicated circuit errors. Checking the Calcomp plots against the schematic on

the suspected areas revealed minor layout errors.

Parallel efforts involving slice-level testing were temporarily halted after the initial probe testing

showed circuit errors. While these errors prevented the LSIC from being completely functional, they did

not prevent detailed evaluation of the remaining circuits in the redesign. Table 3 lists the inoperative

circuits and reasons for their failure, and the following subsection discusses them as well as the various

redesign modifications in more detail.

2. Circuit Evaluation and Redesign

The most common building block used on the PIPE LSIC is the MOS latch, so the input latch

structure was the first circuit evaluated.

4 Figure 8 is a block diagram schematic and oscilloscope photograph of a functional PIPE LSIC latch.

The input is TTL level (approximately 2.4 V), and the latched output is MOS level (approximately 5 V).

Both the nine 8-bit input latches and the parallel-to-serial shift registers use this standard MOS latch.

4U
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4 TABLE 3. FIRST-PASS PIPE ISIC CIRCUIT ERRORS AND CAUSES

Inoperative Circuits Failure Cause

Controller NOR buffers Layout error

Clock driver Layout error

Tristate output buffer Layout error

Shift and accumulate Design error

Controller Design error

0. 35 PF 4 ,- 5 V0.! 1 J

5I, 12"

g4u7 M n 3. 5 PF UPROBE a E M 9 10ino

0. 1 pF

Soo-
OFFS ET

15 V

Figure 7. Low-Capacitance Active Probe Used in PIPE LSIC Evaluation

Figure 9 shows the operao data transfe it t parallel-to-serial shift eisdata on the left was input

to the serial port of the PIPE LSIC and strobed serially through the input latches and converted into bit

serial form for addressing the EPROM. This demonstrated the functionality of the input section (input
latches, multiplexers, and parallel-to-serial shift registers). However, circuit evaluation of a possible

design problem appeared. Critical timing between the strobe and load pulse indicated that, if a strobe

occurred during the parallel load, data transfer into the parallel -to-serial shift registers could be incorrect.

To prevent a strobe during the data transfer operation, a strobe inhibit circuit [referred to as data too fast

(DTF) circuit] was added. The implemented logic function used for the DTF circuit is shown in Figure

10. When the DTF control line is low, the parallel load pulse is passed to NOR2 and is NORed with the

STROBE pulse. When DTF is high, the STROBE circuitry is unaffected by the load pulse.

The next section to be evaluated, the PIPE LSIC 512 X 512 bit EPROM, was found to be fully

functional.

17
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NOR 1DTF •

S; T R 0BESTROBE

PARALLEL

LOAD

Figure 10. PIPE INIC Strobe Inhibit Circuit

Before programming, the EPROM was erased by exposing the IC to a high-density ultraviolet light

(wavelength of 2537 A). (After erasure, all bits are in a logic high state and logic lows are programmed

into the desired locations.) The EPROM was programmed by raising the programming voltage. VVV. to

+ 25 V for 50 ms. (By raising VP, the address multiplexer is forced to select the three MSBs from each of

the three input words A, B, and C to form the 9-bit address to the EPROM.) Data to be programmed was

applied to the tri-state buffer bond pads. The addresses and data were changed and the programming

process repeated several times.

Data was read from the EPROM by enabling the program control line (logic level 1) via a special

bond wire connection, thus providing a direct path for the memory address lines at all times. Data was

read from the internal 2 X 2 mil test pads at the output of the memory preceding the shift-and-

accumulate circuitry. These pads were removed during redesign in an attempt to improve memory

performance.

Utilizing a special low-capacitance probe, access times were measured at two widely separated bit

locations of the EPROM. as shown in Figure I1. (Access times are dependent on bit location in the
0 EPROM because of capacitive loading of the address and bit select lines.) Figure 12 shows access times

measured at two locations. The bit location with the shortest address and bit select lines had an access

time of 100 ns. while the location farthest from the address buffers had the longest address and bit select

lines, resulting in access time of 180 ns. Another important parameter affecting access time is the thresh-

old of the EPROM's floating gate storage transistors. Although the measured thresholds were xithin the

acceptable range for operation, they were slightly high. resulting in slower access times.
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LATCH

ACC

LSB-0-S
B0 >-

Al S 1

M 3 N 1 M 4

Figure 13. l_%o-Bit Dynamic Adder Used in PIPE I.SIC Shift-and-Accumulate Circuitry

The access time was somewhat longer than expected, and lower transistor thresholds were sought on

the second-pass processing. Another step to improve access time with minimal increase in power assump- •

tion was to increase the size of the transistors in the memory drivers from the parallel-to-serial shift

register.

Next, the shift-and-accumulate circuitry was evaluated. The full adders and the carry-sum latches

4 proved to be fully functional, but a design error was found in the dynamic adders. Figure 13 shows the s

2-bit dynamic adder.

During shift-and-accumulate operation, a latch accumulate (LATCH CC) pulse precharges the

capacitive nodes N,, and N, to a logic high through transistors M, and M, respectively. However, because

of transistor leakage, the two nodes discharged slightly when the LATCH CC pulse went low. A solution 0

was easily derived: the drains of the precharge transistors were connected to the VD) rail instead of the

LATCH CC line: in this configuration, less current is supplied by the LATCH CC pulse and any leakage.

as long as it is small, enhances the precharge node voltage. The new design, which proved itself in the

second-pass results, is illustrated in Figure 14. •

Next examined in detail was the shift register controller. Two layout errors were discovered. First.

the TTL clock buffer and the NOR gate buffers had nodes that were incorrectly connected. Second. under

certain power-up conditions during computer simulation, the output of latch SR, could have a logic I

23
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t- AT C1 i

AC.C

0 LE- - z

I V D0

1,iigure 14. I iAo-Bt D 1)namiic Akdder D~esign Change

A hile outputs of the data latches (1), through D)) eatch have logic 0. This places a logic I onl the clear input

of data latch l)L, producing at logic 0) on its output. Thle LOAD) input line would becomle inoperative

because ol'thr logit. I onl thle clear Input latch 1)1.. and thle shif't register controller would be in a1 stable.

* %N in ~alid. operating modle. -lo alle\ late this potential problem. a power-on reset function was designed

* ~Into the controller. F-igure 1I is at partial diagram of the controller with the addition of the power reset

function.

Next, layout errors inI thle tistate output bufrer. NOR bus driver. and clock driver were corrected

and a comnplete detailed coin pLuter siinlulat ion made onl each section. It wvas discovered that not all stray

capacitance " as used in thle Initial siminulatioins during Phase I and that this stray capacitance degraded the

overall speed performance althouigh at 11-I II input data rate w'.as still achievable. D~esign errors were

corrected and coin fluter- simLIila; iOn inldicated oper'ational ci rcuits.

As Indicated in I able 4. m iasks of thle original 1 2 %Nere changed to correct defi~cts.

3. Iechinolog) t sted in Redesigni

0 Fihe fri n -end loading oll I )NI( )S 11 caused at slip InI schedule for reprocessing the 111 Pl SI( but1 also

pros ided thle timec neccssar\ to use a flce\ design aid .. [he1 ne~w tool is aCtuallN computer software, which

replak es %isual,1 and mlanual phlit checking. I het programi consists of tx,\o parts. The first rout.1ine checks thle

atWal la\ on t against predecti ncd hia out I ilS. FOr- exa inplc. at fitai line contacting a pol vsi I con li ne must-
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TrABLE 4. PIPE MASK LiEVEIS

Second-Fass
Mask No. L el Name Mask Changes

817-256 Inverse moat *

817-257 Metal *

817-258 Oxide removal

817-259 N implant

817-260 P' implant

8 17-261 Depletion implant

817-262 Natural implant "0

81 7-263 Contact 2, Coat I *

817-264 Contact 2. ('oat 2 *

8 7-265 Polysilicon. Level I *

81 7-266 Polvsilicon, Level 2

817-267 Contact 2. ('oat 3

meet certain guidelines. Figure 16 shows a simple example Ior the 5-pm technology used on the PIPE

LSIC: this is a jumper where a signal is passed over another line. This requires a minimum of' six rule

checks on spacing and overlap, with each rule set defined by the particular technology used.

The second part of the verification involves the actual "circuit." Each circuit is described by its

transistor and node connection makeup. This is ret'erred to as the HDL description (hardware description

language). Figure 17 shows an example of the TTL clock driver circuit and its HDL description.

A description similar to that shown in Figure 17 is then generated by software using the actual

layout data. The two HDL descriptions are then compared for a match. If an error has occurred, a conflict

message is generated and the user is notified of the error via computer printout. Figure 18 is an example

of the verification routine and software flow.

In defining the HDL description, a complete block description, along with signal names, must be

generated. Figure 19 illustrates an HDL block-level description of the PIPE LSIC.

The layout schematic verification shown in Figure 17 was used on the PIPE final layout. There were

no catastrophic layout errors. Approximately 5,000 transistors were processed in the HDL software

routine. A transistor size error in the clock driver was discovered during schematic verification but

computer analysis showed no significant performance degradation. No other errors were found.

In anticipation of receiving processed parts, the slice-level test effort was restarted using the Texas

Instruments advanced components tester (ACT). The first test involved continuity and power supply

checks. Next, the controller was checked for data valid output involving clock driver and controller

functionality. Finally, the EPROM was tested: all bits were checked for an erased state. random pattern

26



METAL

'0

CONTACT 6

METAL

32

1 POLYSILICON

0 .
CONTACT MMETAL

Figure 16. layout Rule Check

verification made, and all bits programmed to a low. Devices passing the slice-level probe were scribed,

broken, and bonded into 64-pin dual in-line packages. Detailed evaluation was performed using all 1/0 6

pads on the PIPE LSIC.

4. Second-Pass Results

Second-pass processing of the PIPE LSICs was completed on 28 January 1982.

4 Before application of the protective overcoat, two slices of LSICs were obtained for preliminary S

evaluation. Figure 20 shows the transistor characteristics of an enhancement and depletion mode transis-

tor from the preliminary slice evaluation. The measured thresholds were +0.85 V and -2.7 V: the
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V 0 0

F!M2  M 9  M 5  M 11  M 7  01

W CLKB

CLKI IF M- NoCLK

BLOCK CLOCK:

(PIPE? OLKI CLOCK DRIVER

CLKI @INPUT:
(CLKB. CLK) @ OUTPUT,

STR UCTURE

MO1: NP C4. OLKI. GND, BULK, 10, 0. 2;

M02: ND VDD, C4. C4, BULK, 1.6. 0.4:

M03: NP C5, CLKI, GND. BULK, 16. 0.2;

M05: ND VDD, C4, CS. BULK. 8, 0. 4;

M06: NP CLKB, OLKI, GND, BULK, 120. 0.2;

M07: ND VDD, CS, CLKB, BULK, 20, 0. 3:

M08: NP C8, C5, GND, BULK, 2. 0.2,

M09: ND VDD, C8, C8, BULK, 0.8, 0.4;

M 10:NP C9, C5, GND. BULK, 4, 0.2;

* MI1: ND VDD, C8. C9. BULK, 2, 0.4;

M 12: NP CLK, C5, GND. BULK, 50. 0. 2;

M 13: ND VO 0 , C9. CLK, BULK, 20. 0.3;

END CLOCK;

BLOCK NP GENERIC;

Figure 17. ('lock Block Schematic (Left) and IDescripfion (Right)
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CLOCK GENERATOR SCHEMATIC CLOCK GENERATOR LAYOUT

MANUAL CREATION OF HDL
SCHEMATIC VERIFICATIONCIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

* w1
HDL SCHEMATIC DESCRIPTION HDL SCHEMATIC DESCRIPTION

BLOCK NAND2 GENERIC BLOCK NAND2 GENERIC

A, B, C A, B, C

STRUCTURE STRUCTURE
MI, NENHI, V DD, N21 N 2  MI, NENI-1, VDD, N2, N3

SO FT WARE 
-[OFAE1

* LIST OF HDL CONFLICTS

CONFLICTING INFORMATION WHILE

PROCESSING EXTRACTED SIGNAL N 3

IDENTIFIED AS REFERENCE

SIGNAL N 2

Figure 18. Verification Software Flow
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design values were 0.80 V and 3.0 V. respectixel. I)uring the second pass, then, tile thresholds "ere S

slightl. closer to the design %alues than during the lirst pass. Figure 21 is a microphoto of the redesigned

PIPE LSI(i.

Each section was evaluated starting %,ith circuits in which there had been design errors. First. the

TTL-to-MOS clock driver was investigated. Figure 22 shows actual operation of the clock dri%,er at 1) S

NIH,. The waveforms appear somewhat degraded because of test setup and probe parasitics.

The next section e\aluated was the shift register controller. Operation at 10 MH/ is shown in Figure

23. The controller generates the parallel load. clear accumulate, latch accumulate, and data valid. The

clock is the on-chip clock and the load is eternal to the chip. The power reset and the man, NOR buffers '

used in the circuit were functional. A small problem "as found with the data valid buflr. Series resis-

tance in the output line prohibited a full TIL output lcvel. However. using a pullup resisto or bonding

closer to the driver improved the integrity of the pulse.

Next. operation of the tristate output latch was checked and found fully functional. Figure 24 shows •

an enabled tristate output with the input low and tristate pulse as input. Note that the tristate output

buffer is of the in\erting ty pe.

The shift and accumulate was then checked. With the output of the PIPE memor. erased to all

digital l's and the controller set lor 8-bit operation, the controller was run and the shift and accumulate S

checked. The easily calculated result agreed with the output of the shift and accumulate and proved that

the design errors had been successfull\ corrected.

Next, the input section. which had proved operational on first pass, was evaluated in detail. Figure

25 shows its operation at a I0-MH, clock rate. There are nine input latches with multiplexers to allow%

either parallel or serial input data and nine parallel-to-serial shift registers to convert the bit parallel

words into bit serial formal for addressing the memory. By operating the PIPE LSIC in the serial mode

and strobing the input latches nine times, the 8-bit data at the serial port (I 0 I 0 I I 0 0 for this case) is

clocked through all the input latches and multiplexers. When the load pulse goes high, the bit parallel

word is converted into a bit serial word beginning with the MSB.

The last circuit to be evaluated was the PIPE EPROM. The memor' which was functional on the

first pass. thus precluding redesign, was checked for access times. which is important to the overall

operational speed of the PIPE LSCi. Worst case measurements were made and the results are indicated in

Figure 26 that shows an address pulse with associated memory output. In addressing a high bit, the

memory responded in 50 ns: when addressing a low bit. however, the time increased to 170 ns. This

window is dependent on the memor cell (FAMOS) threshold. Ideally. the high and low access times

should be identical, which would yield an overall access time of 110 ns.

Final testing of the PIPE LSI( was as a whole unit. All circuit blocks functioned together, and all

timing proved correct. Erasure and reprogramming of the EPROM was confirmed. An operating fre-

quenc% slightl. abo\e 1(0 MHI, "as demonstrated by all sections except the EPROM, which was slower

than expected.
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ADDRESS PULSE .nn~ unrmum~~ * ~50 NS DIV
MEMORY OUTPUT

2 V / DIV 1;1-

F'igure 26. N1tmior Acce.,% Hiesl~~

The I.SI's demnonstrated polser-supplx sensitivity after initial operation. ( peration' was enhanced

by running the V,),, SUPPly at 5.5 V. I his vol1tage sensitiv ity problem exists in thle EPRONI access t1ms.1.

D~ata appear at the Output of the FEPR( N1 at slightl\ dIflirent time1s bCeeauSC of the bit path lengths..

Operating at a higher voltage imiprox es Oxerall nimemor\, access timec and eliminates missing bits h\

effiecti vel\ changing the tjhresh ld -levelI detcIClon Point of thle selnseap i tier.

5. Processing and Packaging

Processing ,vas begun on 1 2 D~ecember 1981 on 15 slices. I 2 of whichl wref sulCCessfull finished on

28 January, 1982. Probe yield was goodI. averaging around So percent. ( 'ix rall packaged device x ield

showAed a 10-percent loS, resulting in at 40 percent oxerall sI ce-to-package \ield. 'ilis high yielid was the

result of the N M( S 5-pmi process. wNhich hN todla\'s standards, is old. 31-Alm1 processes are inl production

today, and 2-pmi and I urm processes are inl prepr-oduIction deLlo1pmenCtl.

A 64-pin hermetic package wxith at IA' Id for menior\ er'asuLre xs as usedl for the PIPE LSI's. Figure

27 is a picture of the final packaged part. Thle PI PE I SIC mecasures 240) 2'() mil- and contains more

than 11I.000 MOS transsors.

6. Summar%

The objecti xe of the P1 PT progiamn xs as theC design anid dC\x elpment of' a general-purpose. pro-

gramnmable. digital integrated cir-cuit capable of in ul t i plc signlal-pri icessi ng functions,.

Ox\er the last 20werslhesewonduictor intl ustrx hals progresse,,d steadil\ in its eflbrt to achieve

greater capabiIi t fromt scmicondijcto r and other- lcx ice tech noloigies at Iox~ r costs. Prod ucts (ifthis effort

include Increased funct io nal lensi ties, I itore ca pabiImt inl smlaller \ ol u me i in prox cd perf'ormance power

ratio, higher processing throughput rates, imin poed rellabi Iit\. and j01 a ii more. Ili 1 978 whbenl tile 111P1
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iABL 5. PIPE Ctl. ALRA(i'ERISIl(S •

Maximum Minimum

MaXimum operating voltage 10 V 4.5 V

Maxinium programming ,oltage 35 V 17 V

Maximum strobe frequcnc. 12 %H/ --

Maximum clock frequency* 12 NIH/ I kH,,

Typical EIROM access timc 17(0 ns

Power requirements 800 mV at 5 V -

Memor\ erase time (2537 ,A at 15 W-s cm) - 40 minutes "

*)ependent on IPROM access time and modc of operation.

bit 0 (CSRO) and bit I (('SR I). respectively, of the control and status register. These bits can be loaded or

read from the UNII IS. The control signal NEW DATA is a 400-ns-wide positive pulse generated by te

DR I I-C intertce when information is loaded into the OtITPI 1T BUFFER REGISTER from the

UINIBUIS. If a 16-bit ('RII 1 0 interfhce is used. the user must generate the control signals NEW DATA.

('SI, and ('$2. S

The programmer has t\Ao modes of* operation-program and %eri!' -that are determined by the

state ol'the control signal ('$? Since the PIPE EPROM is organi/ed as 512 X 12. programming requires

12 bits of data and 9 bits of address. The controller uses some of the 16-input data lines (OD0-)DI 5),

some of the 16-output data lines (IDO-1DI)5, and some o'lhe PIPE LSI( outputs during programming

and verification.

To program a word into the PIPE LSIC EPRONI. address, data, and programming voltage are

required. The program mode is defined by a logical high state on control signal CS2: special power-on

circuitr. is included in the control logic to three the output of' the ('S2 bufler to a low state, thus S

preventing accidental programming of an EPROM location when power is initially applied.

lo load the 9-bit EPROM address into the address latches. the address word is output from the host

computer on lines ODO-O)8. The MSB of the 16-bit output lines. ODI 5. is also set high and used by the

control logic in conjunction with the NEW DATA control signal to clock the address into the address

latch. The address is latched into the address latches on the high-to-low transition of the NEW DATA

control signal. The ('S2 is used to enable the address latch. During the program mode, the address latch is

constantly enabled.

After the address has been latched, the I 2-bit EPROM data is latched into the data latch. This is

accomplished by setting data line OI)15 to a logic low level, outputting the 12-bit data on data lines

ODO-OD 1 I. and pulsing the NEW DATA control line. Again, the data is latched into the data latches on

the high-to-low transition of the NEW DATA control line. Control signal ('$2 is also used to enable the

data latch: theretore, during the program mode, the data latch is constantly enabled.
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TABIE 6. PIPE PA('KA~GE PINOLI'

Function Pin Pin Function

GNi) I P" A 1 64 1-

TO 2 1 F 1 63 T2

S7 (A6) 3 1 W 1 62 13 S

S6 (A7) 4 1 A 1 61 T4

S5 (A8) 5 1 L 6) 15 (A5)

S4 6 1 1 59 T6 (A4)

S3 7 1 P 1 58 T7 (A3)
"•

S2 8 1 I I 57 P0

SI 9 1 P I 56 I1

SO 10 1 E I 55 t12

Parser [ I K 2 1 54 1P7 (AO)

V)D, 12 P I 53 P6(AI) 

Strobe 13 (" L 1 52 P5 (A2)

(LKI 14 C S 1 51 P4

)TF 15 K 1 1 50 P3

I()1B 16 K ( 7 49 Not used (DIMA)

I' ' 17 1P P) 48 \'ll

s) 18 0 6 K 47 I(CB

10 19 K 4 P 4o GNI)

BI 20 K P 45

12 21 K 1. 10 44 1)3

DV 22 0 10 43 1)2

ENA 23 K A 10 42 1)1

Vj) 24 I) 1) 10 41 1) LSB

D19 MSB 25 0 10 40 )4 

)18 2o () H 10 39 1)5

)17 27  0 1 I) 38 Do

1)16 28 0 -\ 10 3- I)

I)15 29 ( I) It) 1 I)8

)14 30 1 I() 35 DO

)13 31 0 R I) 34 )lI(

)12 32 I 1) .; I)11

(I input. 0 - output 1() Inpt tlutpul. ( clotk. K control. P po\%cr)
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TABI.E 7. CONTROl. )EFINITION

Control Line(s) Function

Word length (3-bit B() code) )etines word length in bits of input data*

Parallel/serial Determines mode of chip operation: 3 X 3 or 9 X I

Master clock A square-wave clock provided for system timing

Load Initiates parallel-to-serial data conversion

Input strobe Indicates valid input data and latches it in input latches

2"s complement data Defines signed or unsigned magnitude data operation

Enable Tristates or enables output bus ,.

VDD Single + 5-V operating supply

V'H, Normall\ at 5 V but taken to 25 V for EPROM
programming

Data valid Output signal indicating complete computation

2's complement coeflicients Sets sign bits ofoutput word 0

DTF !nhibits input strobe during parallel load operation

*Word lcngth of I used for meniorN verilication.

OD-OD 5 6 - 12 DATA D0 -D 1 1

DATA /9 - ADDRESS
LATCH SERIAL INPUT •

__tCK

EN - CLOCK

10 STROBE

ENABLE 26 IDO-ID15

g LOAD

7ADDRESS PIPES

LATCH

CK

EN DV VPF

NEW DATA -

CS1 -- CONTROL LOGIC
CS2

Figurv 28. lock Iiagrain of t'II' IPRONI Programmer
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TAKE C'-? M rH TAKE OD15 LOW TAKE CS HI

FOR >50 MS

PRESENT -0

TAKE OD15 H DATA ON TAKE C'- I LOW

OD0-OD 11

, ,LATCH,)

DATA

ERESEF NT
TAKE NEW ADDRES

ADORF'--- 0'. DATA HIGH <512
ODO-ODR

I ATCi NO YE

ADORE 
I'-

END

P,,ROGRAMMINCJ
TAKE NEW TAKE NEW P

DATA HIlH DATA LOW

TAKE NEW 0
DATA LOW

6 .
Figure 29. PIPE EPRONI Programmer Program Mode

To program an EPROM location defined by the 9-bit address with the data in the data latches. the

programming voltage VP,, is taken from its normal 5-V level to the programming level of 25 V for a w

minimum of 50 ms. When control signal CSI is taken high, Vp, is taken to 25 V. causing a multiplexer

internal to the PIPE LSIC to select the 12 LSBs of the PIPE's 20-bit output as EPROM data inputs and

the 3 MSBs of each of the three PIPE inputs as EPROM addresses. After 50 ms. CSI is taken low and the

data word has been programmed. The next address and data can now be latched and programmed. Figure w

29 summarizes the EPROM programmer's mode of operation. After all 512 EPROM words are pro-

grammed. CS2 is taken low, thus disabling the address and data latches. The PIPE LSIC inputs and

outputs can then be used to read the contents of the EPROM to verify correct programming.
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Reading the contents of the PIPE EPROM is much more dilicult than programming beLause yer-

fication requires dynamic operation of the PIPE lSIC. When operating tile PIPE LSIC in the serial mode

with I-bit input data. an [PROM address can be strobed into the input latches of the PIPE LSIC: after

three clock cycles, the 12 LSBs of the PIPE output represent the data at the EPROM address delined by
the input data. S

When controi signal ('S2 is low. the PIPE programmer is in the xerif\ mode of operation. -\ parallel-

in'serial-out shift register within the control logic hardware is loaded with the 9-bit address on lines

01)0-01)8 when data line 0[)9 is high and control line NEW DA [A is pulsed. Data line O1)9 is then set

to a low level, putting tile shift register in a shift mode. The first of nine 1-bit words is then available at "

the PIPE [SI1 sci ai input and strobed into the IPE input latch by pulsing control signal ('SI. i.e.. taking

CSI high and 9hw:, lov. ('SI controls the PIPE L.SI strobe line.) The next I-bit word is shifted out of the

shift register and sirobed into tile PIPE L.SIC by pulsing NEW DATA. then pulsing (SI. This procedure

is repeated until all nine I-bit words ofthe desired address haxe been strobed into the PIPE input latches. S

The PIPE LSIC is issued a load pulse and clocked by the control logic. Assuming that the programmer's

clock is faster than the host computer, the latter can issue a read instruction, and the output of tile PIPE

LSIC" can be read. An enable generator internal to the control logic enables the PIPE's tristate outputs.

Data line ODI)10 is taken high. and tile PIPE denoted by data lines 01)1 I--DI3 (i.e.. binary equi\alent

for the PIPE No. ((-7) is enabled for the hosI computer to verifl. if the opeitor only wants to verify one

PIPE LSIC. input data line II) 3 can be set low through a front-panel switch and only PIPE No. 0 will be

enabled. Ifeight PIPE LSI's are to be verified, the panel switch is set high (IDI 3 is high). and the enable

generator will sequentiall. enable the PIPE .SlCs. beginning with device 0. S

Aftcr the Pill' de\ice(s) has been verified, the next address is loaded in the control logic shift

register and the process repeated. Iigurc 30 sunmari/es the verification mode. After all 512 EPRONM

locations have been xcrified. all data and control signals are taken low.

C. DEMONSTRATION BRASSBOARD

I. 0% eri ie

Io demonstrate the PIPE I.SI(" \ersaulit. a flexible brassboard operating in or near real-time \\as

dc\ eloped. 1 he design goals of the brassboard were as follows:

" Feature standard RS--I 70 composite video input and output •

* Proxide I0-NIII/ data late (512 X 51 2 displa,)

* Pro\ ide serial or three parallel (verticallx sequential) words

* Proxide and control signals (clock. strobe, load. etc..) to PIPE ILSIC

* 'ro% ide magnitude. niaxiinun, threshold. and no-op postprocessi ng functions
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IALIZE3

PULSE NEW ADDRESS YES
TAKE CS2 LOW DATA 1

END VERIFY

TAKE 009 HIGH N

PRESENT

ADDRESS ON READ 1013

OD0-OD8

SET ODO HIGH

PULSE NEW SET ODI-OD3

DATA TO ENABLE

PIPE

* "
TAKE OD9 READ PIPE

LOW ID0-1D1 I

ALL
PULSE CSI NO PIPES
(STROBE) READ

YES

tYE

3

Figure 30. PIPE EPROM Programmer %'erify Mode
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• Demonstrate various operations

* Ditkrential edge detector (Prewiht, Sobel. etc.)

* Template-matching edge detector ((ompass. Kirsch. etc.)

* Low-pass filter.

0 Provide flexibilitr to allow luture hardware demonstration.

The most important goal was the tlexibulit\ to demonstrate future hardware developmcnts.

The demonstration brassboard, Figure 31. is complctclr sell-contained, accepts single-line video as

input, and displays processed ,esults on a standard IV monitor for e, aluation. The brassboard will

operate the PIPF LSI( in both its serial and parallcl modes and demonstrate its processing of

,ector transiorms and neighborhood opcraihrs, I he analog video input is quanti/ed to 8-bit precision

and stored in II ' filame hOller- lclo\. "h ,.h lotins the fiamlc images from the time interlaced %ideo

fields. Images composed of SI_ h% : 12 s-hit i lscan hc pr(cessed at frame rates determined by the

PIPE LSI( throughput. butler rcm jL'L'd bpccd lrasboard architecture, and the algorithm being com- S

puted. Pi scl processing ratcs Itf liL'h IPI I Sl( arc limited bx the EPRONI access time.

Light PPE I S s arc- u cd ii t hiassoard. [or the 3 X 3 dilltrential edge detectors, four PIPE

LSI(s ca culac 1te 1Hoinlid rcpotsc % le the other four are calculating the vertical response. The

tcmplah'-matching cdgc dctolois also rcquirc eight PIPE LSI's for maximum throughput. with one S

template assigicd tt) each PI1N . I ite Output of the PIPE LSI('s is processed according to the operation

selected (e.g.. calculating the magnitude and orientation for the differential edge detectors or finding the

maximum response for template-matching edge detectors). A minimum amount of interface between the

user and the PIPE LSI(" is required to communicate the type of operation to be performed, the format of

input data. etc. ihis interface is implemented through a control panel for the demonstration brassboard.

This control panel uses a 16-kcx calculator-style keyboard for command entry. a 24-character alpha-

numeric LC) displar lor displa\ ing current operating parameters and prompting the user for new param-

eters. and a 3-digit thumbwheel switch for entering threshold levels. The user.commands the brassboard S

to perlorm various operations by responding to seven prompts with seven single keystroke replies. These

prompts query the user for operating parameters such as parallel or serial input, 2*s complement data. 2's

complement wseighting coeticients. word length. weighting arrangement (i.e., do all eight LSICs contain

the same weights?). postprocessing operation (magnitude. maximum, or no operation), and sliding or

nonsliding operation.

A display-refresh memor\ and digital-to-analog converter provide analog data in a standard TV-

monitor format. Both the AI)( and )A(' are high-speed (10-MH/), 8-bit, commercially available

components.

The brassboard is constructed from ofl-the-shelf components and standard wire-wrap techniques.

The brassboard is functionall. partitioned into 13 wire-wrapped boards. each measuring 7.3 X 7.0 in.

and capable of containing op to 6() integrated circuits ill I 6-pin dual in-line packages. There is a 1:1

correspondence between the boards and the block diagram shown in Figure 3 1.
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The DA( on the brassboard's analog hoard is acuall\ a combination DA( and composite sync

generator. This unit, an Analogic MP83)8 . accepts K-bit digital data fror , fresh memories" compos-

ite blanking (( N)IP BLNK) and composite ssnc ((QNWIP SYN'!C) 'roi Uic tiling board and produces

standard RS- 70 composite vidco with 256 gra. shades that "ill directly drive the composite video input

of a television monitor.

The use of a commerciall, available AD(" and )A( s. nc generator greatl\ simplified the design of'

these lunctions.

3. Buffer lemnory

The bullL'r memor, stores a complete video frame of t\ko interlaced fields, each containing 256 lines "

\Nith 512 pixvls lnc. lhe bult'er mcmor\ is designed to capture data from the ADC at a l00-ns pixel rate

and to pro% id( crticall\ related pixels from three adjacent lines simultaneously as inputs to the PIPE

LSI(s. Data from memor, is aailahle also in serial f6rmat for demonstrating the PIPE LSICs serial

mode of operation. U

.As shown in the simple block diagram. Figure 34. the memory is partitioned into odd-field odd line

odd-field cs en line ,ven-field odd line and even-field even lines. The memor\ design is based on the

Intel 2118. 16k X I-bit d.ynamic RANI (1)RANIs). which requires a single - 5-V power supplx and

dissipates 150 nWV operating and I I mW standb\. The typical read write cycle time of those DRAMs is U

270 ns. but a special demultiplexing multiplexing scheme permits using memories %%ith access times of

less than I (A) ns. The bufler memoi\ requires 128 (each 16k X 1) DRAMs to store an image of 512 ×

512 X 8 bits. The addition of data registers. address generators, and multiplexers to provide additional

versatit,, increased the number of components for the buller memory to 240. The wire-wrap boards

selected for fabrication of the brassboard accommodate 60 components: therefbre, four boards (Figure

35). each representing 512 X 512 X 2 bits of memory, are required.

Figure 36 shows more detail of one buffier memory hoard (512 X 512 X 2 bits). Data received b\

the memor, boards is input to a 4-bit serial-in parallel-out (SIPO) shift register to reduce the required

lu-NIH, data rate to a 2.5-Mu, or 40()-ns rnemors c~cle time. When the shift register is full. all four

words are written to memor. simultaneousl\. Control lines YO and ODDFLD determine the bank [i.e.,

odd-field odd line (OWOL). e'n-field odd line (EF0)1. odd-field even line (OFEL). or even-tield even

line (EFEI,] in which the data is written. [he seven address lines and control lines U. ('2. C3. and C4 5

determine the address within a given bank.

Control signal 01 -TLD loads 4 bits of memor, data into a parallel-in serial-out (PISO) shift register

to multiplex the memor\ outputs. 'his is the in \erse ol'the demuliplexing of the input data and restores

the data rate to 1) IH/. u

Because three adjacent lines of'% ideo are required simultaneousl\. three multiplexers and a register

are used to select the correct line ,f data for a given output line ALN. BIN. (1N. The multiplexers are

controlled b\ a .- bit output select "ord generated on the timing and s, nchron iation hord. )uring
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0 TV ADDRESS 0
LINE CONDITIONS

FIELD A ODD 0 (Y ADDRESS 0, OFOL

FIELD 8 ODD - (Y ADDRESS 0, EFOL'

FIELD A EVEN , 2 (Y ADDRESS - 0, OFEL)

FIELD B EVEN • 3 (Y ADDRESS 0, EFEL)

FIELD A ODD 4 (Y ADDRESS 1, OFOL

FIELD B ODD"l
-FIELD-----D -4 5 (Y ADDRESS- 1, EFOL)

FIELD A EVEN 6 (Y ADDRESS- 1, OFEL)

FIELD B EVEN 7 (Y ADDRESS - 1, EFEL)

Figure 37. TV Display

difficult situation arises: the y address of the EFEL memory bank remains 0 and the y address of the

OFOL and EFOL memory banks are incremented by I to obtain the proper v address.

High-speed adders implement modifications to the y address. Constants Cl, C2, C3. and C4 are

generated on the tit Tig board and added to a base y address to create the modified y address for the

memory banks.

4. PIPE iSICs and Interface

The PIPE LSI" is capable ofoperaling on 9 X I or 3 X 3 blocks of data. either of which may be

sliding or nonsliding. The PIPF LSIC calculates the sum of products for the nine 8-bit data words that

ha~c been loaded into the LSI( input latches b, the LSIC input strobe control line. LSIC control line

L()-I) determines the data to he processed, and the PIPE brassboard must have circuitry to control the

generation ol the LOAD) pulse tor the various types of input data arrangements. To increase throughput.

eight Pl'[ LSi('s are used in the brassboard; all inputs of the LSICs are connected, and data is strobed

into all devices simultanCOusl\. An input controller generates the appropriate LOAD pulses to allow the

eight PIPE LSI(s to operate in parallel. and an output controller selects the outputs of the devices for

postpro.esing functions.

The eight PIPE LSKls, input controller and output controller are partitioned into two wirewrap

boards (Figure 38). Each board contains four PIPE LSI('s (Figure 39) and either the input or output

controller. All the data inputs are connected, as are many of the other control signals-word length. 2's

complement data IT(J)), clock. parallel serial select. etc. Each PIPE LSIC has a separate L.OAI).

ENAI3IE. and ) %IA VA1I.I) control line. The 2(1-hit outputs of the PIPE LSi's are also connected.
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700 -

LJ 512600

400

x _j 300-
< WU 256

X 200

100 I II I I ,I

50 100 150 200 200

EPROM ACCESS TIME (NS)

Figure 41. PIPE Demonstration Brassboard Processing at 30 Frames Second (8-Bit Data:
3 x 3 Sliding Windom; Same Weights) Image Size Versus EPROM Access Time

the same weighting coefficients in each PIPE, the throughput of the brassboard is eight times the through-

* put of a single PIPE LSIC because each PIPE LSIC is loaded sequentially, allowing each device to S

calculate an answer for adjacent neighborhoods of the image. For operations with different weights in

each PIPE LSI(C (template-matching edge detectors). eight PIPE LSICs are required for maximum

throughput, with one template assigned to each PIPE. For differential edge detectors (Sobel, Prewitt, etc.),

the weighting coefficients are arranged in pairs: the first four PIPE LSICs calculate the horizontal l

response: the last four calculate the vertical response.

Because of the PIPE LSIC EPROM access time and the particular requirement of certain operations,

the PIPE brassboard does not process 512 X 512 images at 30 frames/ second. Figure 41 indicates the

effect of EPROM access time on the maximum number of pixels per line, assuming 30 frames/ second. S

Assuming a 100-ns EPROM access time. the PIPE brassboard could process a 512 X 512 image for 3 X

3 sliding windowsame weights operations at 30 frames second. The EPROM access time is approxi-

mately 170 ns. however, as discussed in the PII'E iSI(" section. Only an image size of 512 X 313 can be

processed at 30 frames second.

An alternative to reducing image si/e is to reduce the frame rate. Figure 42 shows the frame rate as a

function of PIPE [,SI( EPRONI access time br the 3 ', 3 sliding window same weights and 3 X 3 sliding

window paired weights (Sobel).

] 1o maintain the capabihli of the brassboard to es\aluate future processors, the PIPE brassboard w

operates on 512 X 512 imagt's at the frame rate dictated b\ the EPROM access time and the type of

operation. lable 8 shows the number ol passes cach operation must take through a 512 X 512 image and

the resulting frame rate. J he input controller records the window location on a line and the number of

4S
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-8-BIT DATA;

30 3X3 SLIDING WINDOW;

. SAME WEIGHTS

l- z 25
< 0 --- SOBEL(h U

W t 20U)
< 0-1
0] w 15.. .

LL _

100 200 300 400 500 600

EPROM ACCESS TIME (NS)

Figure 42. Frame tUpdafe Rate Versus EPRONI Access Time for a 512 X 512 Image

* passes made, to address the timing PROM that generates the load clock. The load enable generator and

the multiplexers (Figure 40) provide different modes of input data demultiplexing to accommodate trans-

form coefficient calculations and differential edge detectors. To calculate transform coefficients and

template-matching edge detectors, all eight PIPE LSICs must be loaded with the same data; i.e.. have the

same load pulse. This is accomplished by enabling the second multiplexer of the input controller, thus

jointly activating LOADS 0-7. For differential edge operators, the same data is needed by the first and

fifth PIPE LSI's. the second and sixth. etc. This pairing of LOAD pulses is accomplished by the OR gates

and first multiplexer of the input controller.

TABLE 8. FRAME RATES FOR VARIOUS OPERATIONS
ON 512 X 512 IMAGE

No. of Frame Rate

Operation Passes (fps)

9 X I nonsliding window-, same or different weights 2 15

fr9 X I sliding window: same weights 2 15

3 X 3 nonsliding window: same weights I 30

3 X 3 nonsliding window different weights 6 5

3 X 3 sliding window b same weights 2 15

jn3 X 3 sliding window. different weights 16 1.875

3 X 3 sliding window: paired weights 4 7.5
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2X STROBE

STROBE

PCLKE

PCLKO

Lpo n l2 SLP3 n
LP2

LP3

LP4

LP5 n

LP6

LP7

Figure 43. I.SIC Input Controller Timing, 3 x 3 Sliding Window Operalion
(Same Neights in All PIPE LSICs)

Figures 43. 44, and 45 illustrate the LOAD pulse (LP) timing for the 3 X 3 sliding window with
4 same. different, and paired weights. respectively. A two-phase PIPE LSIC clock, PCLKE and PCLKO, 0

prevents certain pixels from being ignored as a result of the difference in the strobe frequency (10 MHz)

and the PIPE LSI( clock rate (5 MHz).

b. Output Controller
The outputs of the eight PIPE LSI( s are controlled by an output controller (Figure 46), which selects

anN one. an% pair. or all of the outputs for postprocessing. The output controller generates the tristate

enable timing for the PIPE LSICs based on the type of LSIC operation.
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2X STROBE

STROBE

PCLKE

PCLKO

rl

L F0-LP7 fL 2 . . . . 2. 2._ ' 2.

Figure 44. I.SI( Input ('ontroller Timing, 3 X 3 Sliding Window Operation
* (I)ifferent Weights in All PIPE I.SICs)

2X STROBE

STROBE

PCLKE

PCLKO

LP0 nI nI II

LP I n] _jrr n.
LPl r rs

LnP2 n ,I I_ .J .

LP 3 .I

LP4 n'm ___ JI II _

L P 3 _ ri l[

LP5 o It nt

L P 6fl
n nnLP7 r; "i fl'

STAGGERED PCLKS ALLOW EFFECTIVE OUTPUT DATA RATE OF

* 10 MHZ WHILE LSICs ARE CLOCKED AT 5 MH7

TWO PASSES THROUGH IMAGE REQUIRED

Figure 45. ISI(" Input ('ontroller liming, 3 x 3 Sliding %%ind.o ( Operation
(Paired %%eights -Sobel)
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I fth, I) *\IA \AH I I) & rn td h\ tile PI I I SI( IS use~d t(1 Iinultipls t11e Outputs of thle iIght PIPE 0

I SR( 'i in Much thle sane %%a% thle 1A)A-DI pulse asUsed to demlti11ple\ the inputs. [or operations in

%\ inch thle I (AD\I pulses are generated SequentmIIall\. the I )-l A V'AID pulses occur sequentialix and the

output Control in ul1tiplewer selcts, theC DA I A VA\LIDI pulses as ENABL.E signals for the PI PE L.SI(s. For

operations in %%Ih cll theC I A* Ipl]ses are generated in parallel, thle IDATA V'ALIDI pulses also occur in

pai-allCl 11nd cannolt be used to enable thle PI PIh I.S( s because thle Outputs ot the lour PIPE LSI( s on each

I S l( 1ii0(d u lC are 11connC d. Iheirelibre. thle IP I. ISI( S inust be enabled seq uentiall\. This is done h%

l idincit one Or the 1) -\ I A\ \ Al 11I) pulses into anl eight-stage serial-in paralle!-out shift register: as the

I ) \ I \ \ \1 11 ) pukeS 11, shifte1d (0 in thle shift register. thle Outputs are used to enable the PI PE LSI's

I Il i tot1' out ifl achst of four IPII I SI( *s are loaded into 8-bit latches. (O)nI\ 8 hits of the L-SIC's

-Ililiplit J11C uISed bCause theC poStpr0cCSSing and ref'resh memnor\ functions are designed for 8-bit

h Lt \AhIS IRatheri than using the N I.Slis of' thle 21)-bit output of' thle PIPE LSI(S s.Outputs D_ through
1 .11L. iidc( f lils retpresentls at di,, ide-k -4 of the output but allows more efficient use of the dxnamic

!Joi~e 6. p)ie ent ing1L 0'. elo.k '. h ich causes saturation of' the postprocessing electronics) for certain

nuac- pi ii. essi g operators,. notabl,\ the Sobel edge operator and fifth-level temnplate-match edge detector.

0 ~ WC i)th i peraols Aigt canl be ad.Insted slightlx to take advantage of' this increased dynamnic range.

I Itput I ) it 11 1Ukgh ID - alrC used to indicate ovecrflowA or underfiowi. and 1), ,is the sign bit.

I Irl theC 3 s INliding '. %inldo'. Paired '.%eights operation. two 8-bit data words (OI)HI and ODLO.

tie tlo i each se't of the four 11T PL [SI() are presented to the postprocessing functions. For all other

Operations, theC out put c'ontr-ollers data selector presents a single 8-bit word (ODALL) to the 0

po st pro cess'ing circuit r\_

I igtires 4'. 4N. and 41) show output controller timing for the 3 X 3 sliding window and same.

diflcrent. and paired weights. respectixel'. Th le D)ATA VA\LID (D)V) pulses and the corresponding PIPE

[_SIC EN ABL[E EN) pulses are shownl. Output data from (lie PIPE LSi('s are loaded into latches on the 0

falling edge of' thle ENABLEF pulse.

4;. Postprocessing

TIo condition the Outputs of' the PIPET I.Sl's for storage in thle ref'resh miemory and for subsequent

*displa'.. a linitled amiount of postproicessinrg electronics IS included in the demonstration brassboard. To 0

calculate the magnitude of the hori/ontal and vertical response of the di fferential edge operators. at Simple

magnitude function, a SumT1 of' absolute v alueCs, is pro\. ided. Also included is a coarse (3 bits) direction

calculation. Also pro'.ided is thle abi Iit'. to find the mia',i ni of' eight in puts for- determining edge

*orientation using temnplate-miatching edge detectors.

There is also thle option to 1 pass thle postprocessing functions because postprocessing Isl not

required in somec applications. Additionall\ . anl operator-controlled threshold is pro'. ied to permitl e'. al-

uiation oif ' arious thresholds on di fkren t imiage- processing algori thins. The operator, selects, a threshold
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1025.and decides it' alues abos c or heloi thle threshold \alue are to be passed directl\ to the refresh

nicniopr: : I' al ues aho\) c the t IireShold ar C to he passed Lin n1id lied to the refresh memor\. all data \aliies

belom, the threshold \,ill he set to (), I. vaIlues ht.l theC threCshold a rc to he passed to thle ref'resh memor\.

all \aloes ahox e tile threshold x) ill he set to 255. heli postprocessinig also has circuitrxN to p)ass, 2,55 16r

neat 11c xcltlo\% Conditin Mit hen c theoprator selects thle iagHUtde function01: M I hciothe

p(~stpocessl1110P juc ions ar IcO Ice td (1 1is passd for neaixeinput 1 aoe. lhi prexC1I ent C thofs~a\

riegatixc C pix! ' alues as pI)sitix c k)IsI the Mtonitor.

I lie 1)(ostprticwsig h,iid. \0111 1h aio contains part ot thle I, Ir\sh memor\ contyIIIlrc[CMUItrx . 1i
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F iNure 4;1. N1ITI Demronstratio Brassboaird 1'IIsiprIocessing

ahSOfute-valUe funTctions Already exist. The 3 Output bits 1). Dl, and 1). represent thle edge direction

The max iiurn-ot--cigh t iniputt Is also straight l'Orwaid. ThC Output o1'a PIPE 1 SIC is loaded into an

X-bit latch and compared to the next a vai aleI [Sl( output: it the most recent PIPT ISI( output is larger

1an thle v alue stored in the latch, It is loaded inrto the latch: it'it is not larger. the value in thle latch i.,

@3 unchanged. Ater all eight PI PE 1.5l( 'OutIpu ts haV he bee tested, the latch contains the maximum Valute. It'

a positive overflow. condition exists. thle Value 255~ is displayed: if' a negative overflowk exists. a () is

displax ed. [or no-operation post processi fg. oilN p~ositve values hetwen () and 255 are dlisplayed: negativxe

values are replaced b\ 0, and values greater than 255 are replaced b\ 255.

* ~The operator has comtplete control over- the post processing funict ion, selecting the lb net 1i magn -S

ttide, maxim urn -f-cight or no-operation processing to pass to tile refresh memnory.

6. Refresh MIemory

The refresh miemor\ has tx' functions: it accepts data From the postprocessing elect ron cs and

*provides digital words to the l)A( for reproducing anailog %ICO. IJhCSe functions cannot he performe11)d atl

the samei speed and thus, must he ss uch ron i/ed. fi pleentaion oftheli refresh nmemor\ is. almost iden i -

cal to that of the bufllr memior\ . diflring onl\ slightl\ InI tfile wite and output sections toi atcount fkir thle

output controller and post proccssi ng timing. 1 he refrh' nicnior\ stores a complete idco frai (512

*0
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F'igure 53. Refresh Memior Boards

512 X 8) and requires four wvire-wrap boards as shown in Figure 53. Each board holds two bit planes, i.e..

It 512 X 512 X 2 bits.•

Figure 54 is a block diagram of' the refresh memor-N circuity. As in the buffer memory. the refresh

memor\ is partitioned into odd and even fields and odd and even lines. Also. the y address is modified

using the same \ address lines and address modifiers CI1 through ('4 as in the buffer memory. In the

ref'resh memorv, however. the \ address is also modified: this is necessary to compensate for the delays in

passing the data from the input to the output of' the brassboard. The x address is modified by using

control lines 130 through 137. which are inputs to the f'ast adders used for y address modification and

which are also constant because the delays through the system are constant lor a given operation. Another

distinction -versus the buffer memory is that the ref'resh memory. does not provide the simultaneous

outputs. This reduces the number of'output multiplexers to one and the number of output select lines to

three. -The wvrite circuitry for the ref'resh memorN boards is also slightly dilt'erent. On certain operations

done by the PIPE LSI(+s, a single otlput word is produced every I16 clock cycles: lheref'ore, two sequential

PIPE LSI(" outputs are not adjacent pixels on the display. This requires that each memory cell (i.e.. a

memory device at ro\, x. column in Figure 54 be wvritten independently and exclusively of1"all other

memory cells. Additional write enable decoding hardware provides 16 independent write pulses

(Wli! 1-WB44). ('ontrof lines Y0. ODI)IFIDI, and WR provide a write pulse for the desired rowA, (i.e.,

OFOI., O'FEI. etc.) while control lines ENWKII1, ENWI132, ENW113, and ENWB14 determine which

column or colu.nns of the ro\w receive a write pulse. Theref'ore, writing to an\ given memory cell may be

done indcpcndentl%..

Reading data from the ref'resh nicnor\ is identical to the bultier memory read operation.

*6
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0 Horizontal. vertical, and composite blanking and synchronization are generated from the !. and y S

addresses. The 9-bit x address is implemented with synchronous counters clocked by the gated 10.08-

MIH/ clock. The x address counts from 0 to 511 during the active horizontal line time, during the 512 to

640 count. the horizontal blanking pulse is active, and at 640 the x address generator is cleared to 0.

Correspondingly. during the 531 to 579 count, the horizontal synchronization pulse is active. The x 0

address generator is preset to count 579 by the horizontal reset, which is generated from the standard

composite s.nc generator IC. Figure 57 shows the x address count for the various horizontal timing

relationships.

the address generator is s.-nilar to the x address generator. The y address generator produces 8-bit '

addressc 1 hc standard horizontal sync pulse generates control signal CLAMP during the horizontal

back-porch inter% al. clocking the N address generator. The vertical sync pulse resets the y address genera-

tor to (). Vertical blanking occurs when the ripple carry ouputs of the y address counters indicate an

o'crtlow condition. Vertical s. nc is implemented using up/down counters clocked by the 1.260-MHz S

clock: the standard composite sync IC controls the direction of count. Composite sync and composite

blanking are generated by logical ORing of the horizontal and vertical sync and blanking, respectively.

The ninth bit of the v address is an even, odd field indicator. It is generated by counting the number

o"transitions of the lifth bit of the x address (x4) during the period beginning with vertical blanking and

ending with %ertical sync; this is equivalent to counting equalizing pulses of broadcast-format video. The

number of transitions of x4 during a count is compared to the number of transitions during the previous

count: if there are more transitions in the most recent count. it is the even field; otherwise, an odd field is

indicated.

The memory controller uses the 9-bit x address. 8-bit y address, even/odd field indicator, composite

blanking. gated 10.08-MH/ clock, and parallel'serial control line to create the row and column address

strobe, write pulses. address modifiers, and multiplexed address for the buffer and refresh memories.

The memory controller generates only a 7-bit multiplexed x and y address for the buffer and refresh S

memories. As four values are written into memory is parallel. the x address is reduced by 2 bits. Addi-

tional y address bits (YO and ODDFLD) are used by the memory boards to achieve full 9-bit y address-

ing. A write enable (WE) control line from a pushbutton on the brassboard's front panel implements a

frame-free/e function by inhibiting the write pulses to the buffer and refresh memories. S

8. Control Panel

All operations of the PIPE brassboard are controlled by the user at a panel (shown in Figure 58). The

front panel contains a I-line. 24-character liquid crystal display (LCD): a 16-character (0-9, A-D. *, #)

kc pad: and a thumbwheel switch. An 8-bit microprocessor and peripheral interface device on the

brassboard controller permits the user to set up the demonstration brassboard to implement a selected

algorithm. The ('PI queries the user about the type of operation (parallel or serial, sliding or nonsliding),

the type of input data (2's complement or magnitude). the type of memor. coefficients (2's complement
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or magnitude), the length of the input word, and the type of postprocessing desired. ]he controller also

* asks how the weighting coelicients of the eight PIPE LSI('s are arranged: i.e., same weights in all the

LSlCs. dilerent weights in each LSIC, or paired weights. The controller notilies the operator ifa nonvalid

response has been entered: for example, a letter input when a number is required. If the operator requests

an undefined operation, the controller notilies the user. On request (# key). the controller displays the

current operating parameters. The * key is used to begin the process of setting up new operating param- g

eters. The software required for the ('3PI is stored in a 2K X 8 EPROM and can be easily changed to

upgrade or modify the operations of the brassboard.

The thumbwheel switch on the front panel is used to threshold the output and has two modes of

operation to enhance the output image: either the output values above the threshold arc set to gray-level

255 or the values below the threshold are set to gray-level 0.

On the key pad, symbols A, B, C. and I) automatically, instruct the brassboard to perform certain

predefined operations. The A key represents Sobel operation: sliding. parallel, 8-bit magnitude input

data: 2's complement weighting coefficients arranged in pairs: and magnitude postprocessing. When

power is initially applied to the brassboard, the controller defaults to Sobel operation. The B key repre-

sents operations requiring sliding, parallel, 8-bit magnitude input data: 2's complement weighting

coefficients: ditlfrent weights for each PIPE LSI(: and maximum-of-eight output postprocessing. This

* operation is used for template-matching algorithms (i.e.. compass gradient. Kirsch. etc.). Operations

selected by the C key are similar to B-key operations except that the same weights are in each PIPE LS("

and a "no-op" postprocessing function is selected: this allows a sliding 3 X 3 filter to be implemented at

the maximum frame rate. The only dillierence between ('-ke% and I)-ke operations is that the latter

selects nonsliding operations. allowing processing on 3 X 3 contiguotus blocks of pixels.
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The brassboard controller is implemented on a board located in the left rear quarter of the

brassboard and connected to the front panel and other brassboard functions through 40-pin ribbon cable.

9. Summary

The main design goals of the PIPE demonstration brassboard were the ability to fully evaluate the

PIPE LSIC and the flexibility to evaluate future image-processing hardware developments. Those goals S

have been achieved by functionally partitioning the brassboard into four major sections:

* Analog-to-Digital Conversion

This half-board digitizes standard RS-170 video from a COHU 4400 camera into 8-bit

digital data. '0

* MemorN

Eight boards of the brassboard are used to implement a frame buffer and refresh mem-

ory. Both memories store a complete video frame (512 X 5 12 X 8 bits) and are designed

with 16K X I dynamic RAMs. Each board holds two bit planes (i.e.. 512 X 512 X 2

bits).

* PIPE LSIC and Postprocessing

These three boards contain eight PIPE LSICs, their input and output control circuitry.

and the postprocessing functions. These boards can be replaced by future processor S

boards and evaluated using real-time video.

" Digital-to-Analog Conversion

This half-board converts the digital data from the refresh memory into analog data and

provides the necessary synchronization to creae RS-170-compatible composite video

lor the TV monitor.

The partitioning of the system is shown in Figure 59. A synchronization and timing board to

generate the necessar' clocks to control each of the brassboard functions makes the brassboard

S CO'NTrROL

iHgurt 59. PIP [ieontration Brassboard
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TABLE 9. POWER AND SIZE OF PIPE
DEMONSTURATION BRASSBOARD

Size Power No. of
Function (in.") (W) Boards

ADC t)A( 36 14.1 1

Buffer memory 144 18.6 4

PIPE LSICs i( interlace 72 15.3 2

Postprocessing 36 9.4 1

Refresh memory 144 20.3 4

Timing and control 36 6.9 1 -.

Front-panel controller* 28 2.0 1

Total 496 86.6 14

*The front panel controller board is external to the

rack assembly.

completely self-contained. To communicate the type of desired operations, an interface between the user

* and the PIPE LSICs is implemented through a front-panel controller.

The brassboard hardware is shown in Figure 60. The lower photograph shows the brassboard with

the front panel lowered, exposing the 13 wire-wrap boards on which the brassboard's functions are

constructed.

The power and size of the demonstration brassboard are indicated in Table 9. The memory function

has the largest power and size requirement. but its inclusion gives the desired flexibility.

The brassboard is designed to operate in real time, i.e., thirty 512 X 512 X 8-bit video frames, s.

The ADC. buffer memory, postprocessing, refresh memory. timing functions, and DAC are capable of

operating with a 100-ns clock. The access time of the EPROM on the PIPE LSICs prohibits operating

faster than approximately 200 ns. and multiple passes through an image are required to process an entire

frame. In Table 10 are the frame rates for the various operations. These reduced frame rates are for the

PIPE LSI's only and do not prohibit real-time evaluation of future processor developments.

TABILE 10. FRAMI. RA IF FOR VARIOUS OPERATING ('IIAR.ACTERISTICS

Operation Sliding Nonsliding
Input Weights
I)ata Same I)ifferent Paired Same Different Paired

Parallel 15 1.X75 7.5 31 S

Serial h 15

X Operations not defined.

,
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D. BRASSBOARD DEMONSTRATION

A major objective of the brassboard is to demonstrate the vcrsatilit\ of the L PIP LSIC. To dnion-

strate the PIPE LSI( 'capability to perform vector or transform operation req rc es a serial data path into

the PIPE LSIC and the necessarN processing of the PIPE L.S1( output tor displa% oin the TV monitor. S

These operations are supported b% the brassboard, but. because of the serial nature of the data. the displa,

does not provide the observer an interesting image. A more meaninglul demonstration of the brassboard

is the parallel mode of operation. Ihese operations showN the flexibilitN of both the brassboard and PIPE

LSIC. Neighborh )(d operators were used during the hardware evaluation and to demonstrate the "•

brassboard.

The tesing of the various functions of the brassboard utilized a 3 X3 sliding same-weight data in

all eight PIPE LSI(S. no postprocessing operation with units operator: all 's in the 3 v 3 window except

for a value of 4 in the center pixel location Recall that the PIPE [SIC outputs are shifted b\ 2 bits: thus. a S

,alue of"4 rather than I is placed in the center pixel location. \ith the Lnit\ operator. the output of the

brassboard should be a replica of the input: an\ noise. ghosting. or other artifacts are readil\ observed.

After all the brassboard functions were operational, the wNeighting arrass in the PIPE LSIK's wcrc

changed to demonstrate more interesting image-processing operations. A common and important image- U

processing operator is low-pass filtering. Several weighting arra.s are suitable for low-pass filtering, but

basicall, they all calculate the mean of the intensity levels in a small neighborhood of pixels. Figure 61

demonstrates the use of the PIPE LSI's to implement a low-pass filter. The weighting arra\ was pro-

grammed into all eight PIPE LSI('s, allowing maximum throughput. The no-postprocessing function was

used. .\s previously discussed, the PIPE [.SI( EPRONI has an access time of approximatel. 200 ns.

requiring two passes through the image: this represents a 15-H] frame rate. Considerable blurring of the

image, indicative of low-pass filtering, can be observed.

Another important image-processing operator is the edge detector. The two most common t\ pes are U

diflrential edge detectors and template-match edge detectors. Differential edge detectors require spatial

convolutions of the input image with both horizontal and \crtical wxeighting arrays. The outputs of' the

two convolutions are combined to produce an edge magnitude. Figure 62 shows the result of implement-

ing the Sobel dilterentmal edge detector %ith a sum of' absolute values as the magnitude technique. To S
improve throughput, four PIPE .SI( 's calculate the hori/ontal response Ml bile the other four calculate the

vertical response. The magnitude postprocessng function is used. Ihis corresponds to a 3 X 3

sliding paired-weights magnitude function. ()nl four PIPE .Sl(s are operating in parallel on one direc-

tion and the throughput for the Sobel operation is 7.5 fra, tes second lor 512 x 512 " 8-bit images.

In template-matching edge detection, a set of weighting arrays corresponding to the eight major

compass directions (north. northeast, east. etc.) is cons ol\ ed w\itl the IupuL image. The PiPE brassboard

easily implements template-natching cdgC deteC1t o h\ usiniig acith PIIF SIC" to calculate the response

-,tU
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for one compass direction. For eight compass directions, the eight PIPE L.SI(s cannot operate in parallcl 0

on one direction: therefore, the throughput for template-match edge detection is 1'5 frames s. I he

maximum-of-eight postprocessing function is utilized. Figure 63 shows the PIPE brasshoard impleenlt-

ing the lifth-level template-match edge detector. The south and west weighting arrays (d the tifth-lecel

template-matching edge detector are identical to the weighting arrays used to calculate the Soel dgc', 6

The addition of extra weighting arrays makes the response of the template-match edge dctc. t,,r imrc

exact than the response of the sum of absolute values used in the Sobel edge detector. [ he edge respownscs

shown in Figures 62 and 63 are similar, but the template-match response is stronger than the Sobel

response. "

8
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